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Update From the Organizing Committee
The gardens have been put to bed and now we wait for the snow and the winter that we hate to see but
know is coming. The 2010 growing season is at an end and what a year it has been. But through the
floods of spring, the heat and humidity of summer, and the cold and rainy September, the iris have
prevailed! It is safe to say that 2010 has certainly been the most challenging season. But even though it
is just November, most of us are already thinking about next year and what it might bring.
The OC has been hard at work these past few months, too. The website has been transferred to a new
host server and in the coming months will be brought up to date. Stay tuned for a new version in the new
year. And, CWIS is now officially a part of AIS Region 21. Kate Brewitt bids us farewell from Region
16 and Ron Cosner welcomes us to Region 21. El Hutchison writes about “The Other Iris” and Janet
Rein tells us all about her garden and new iris addiction. Ted Baker has provided more information on
“Iris-istible Victoria 2011” and Ed Czarnecki’s Iris Friend or Foe returns. Rounding out this edition is the
Top Performers of 2010 and AIS award 2010 award winners. And lots of photos, too, to drool over!
We are still looking for ideas and designs for CWIS promotional items. Winter is a perfect time for this
so give it a shot. What do you think of when you think CWIS??? And, finally, we would like to
encourage members to support our show sponsors, OnRussell Gardens and Chuck Chapman Iris as you
all support CWIS. Happy reading and a safe and happy holliday season to all
You can reach us at with any comments, concerns, and ideas at:
Jennifer Bishop, Jennifer@dataways.com; B. J. Jackson, jacksonb@brandonu.ca
Deborah Petrie, petrie@mts.net or Eleanor Hutchison, eleanore@mts.net

This photo is
courtesy of
Wilma Maurice
and shows some
‘extra’ iris
planted in her
Mom’s garden.
Thanks, Wilma!

Member Profile
Janet Rein, Regina SK

I have always loved irises but never knew how many different colors or types there were until
finding out about & joining the CWIS in 2008. Thanks to the CWIS sales of quality rhizomes
and the sharing of information on their yahoo list about irises, my front yard is starting to take
shape.
I think the most important things I have learned about irises is how to plant them, when to divide
& plant new ones. I have had a few losses this year and know that it is mostly because of all the
rain and that those individuals were in low spots along the bed. The heavy clay soil is to blame as
well and I hope to fix that as time goes on. Those that I lost were lost rather quickly, within days
they went from looking pretty good to gone! Maybe I have an iris thief? Another thing I learned
about irises this year is their ability to jump out of the dirt. As I replanted my naughty iris for the
second time, its name gave me pause for thought, "Fire Down Below ".
Amongst the irises I have asiatic lilies and daylilies. I planted spider type daylilies just this
summer. I can't wait to see how they do! I also have a few peonies, of which I hope to add some
more in 2011.
A lot of my plants have a connection to someone or something by their names. I get a kick out of
the names of the plants, their developers have a great sense of humour for sure. Spot of Tea ~
makes me think of a dear friend in England and others like Boo make me think of a dog named
Taboo whose nickname is Boo.
Our weather this year was really wet and cool. Surprisingly, my irises did quite well in their
heavy clay beds of which slope off to the street. They bloomed from the 3rd weekend in May till
the 3rd weekend of July.
I wait in great anticipation for the annual CWIS sale in august each year. I know I must drive BJ
crazy with my frantic ordering. The Yahoo list has become a great enabler and I drool over
everyone’s photos, wishing for and wanting every one that is displayed. I dream of attending the
Iris Show in Winnipeg. It would be great fun to meet everyone.
With this year’s order from Chuck Chapman and the CWIS order, along with divisions from my
sister in Alberta, I have had to remove more grass from the front yard to accommodate my
purchases. I figure I have about two more years before the lawn is totally converted into iris
beds with a sprinkling of various lilies, daylilies and peonies. In the coming spring I plan on
doing a no dig bed to time out for the planting of new irises. My sister in Alberta has had
success with the no-dig beds and says it has saved her a lot of work, so I am going to give it a
try.
Here’s how it’s done: Place a heavy/thick layer of newspaper, plus a layer of cardboard over the
area you want as a new flower bed, water well then cover the cardboard and newspaper with a
thick layer (3-4 inches) of compost. Water regularly, and by early spring to mid-late summer the
bed is ready to be planted. It can be done over lawn, which I hope works well for me. The lawn
will not need to be removed and will add nutrients/fertilizer to the new bed. My sister says the
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soil created this way is heaven and I really like a well worked double dug bed without the
digging. You can read the full article on this method at:
http://www.bhg.com/gardening/yard/garden-care/building-a-flower-bed-withoutdigging/?esrc=nwgn38&email=ironwill@telusplanet.net&sssdmh=dm1.186180
I love all the irises I have but have to say my TB Brussels, IB Raspberry Blush and IB Ask Alma
were awesome this year for blooms. Raspberry Blush gave me quite a show of 10 stalks of
blooms and received lots of compliments. TB Brussels two tone blue blooms were so perfect
along the stem, the flowers were huge and breathtaking (See Top Performers photos, page 13,
14). IB Ask Alma was another great performer. Many others were great this year but these were
the three that stood out.
I am looking forward to next year as many more will bloom here for the first time.

Left: IB Merit, Right: TB Cimarron Trail

Did You Know???(by Chuck Chapman)
Maturity and rhizome size don't always co-ordinate well? Maturity has to do with plant having produced it's quota
of leaves, that is needed for that cultivar (For more details on this see my article in AIS Bulletin earlier this year).
Once plant has reached maturity, it will start the new increases as long as it has had "bloom trigger" temperatures
in garden of origin, regardless of rhizome size. So if you receive a plant that is large, but does not have increases
starting on it, it can very well bloom out. This would depend on a couple of conditions.
If plant is able to come out of any dormancy induced by shipping, and able to start growing, and you have
temperatures to initiate bloom set, you will have new increases to carry over for next year. If it is too late for this
then you are at risk for bloom out.
A smaller rhizome, that has reached maturity, and undergone bloom set, will arrive with new increases.
Count your blessings.
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American Iris Society (AIS) Region 16 - 2010 Autumn Report
by Kate Brewitt, AIS Region 16 RVP
Greetings to all CWIS members
This is my final report as RVP for Region 16 however, as an ardent iris lover, I will continue as a
member of CWIS.
I hope some of you have taken the time to join the Region 21 Yahoo group
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/region21-iris/. BJ Jackson and El Hutchison have, and they were
warmly welcomed! This region has a new RVP who has been making plans and asking for
ideas. Now is the time to put forth your ‘two cents’.
As we head into the cold, dreary winter months, and start to suffer from iris withdrawal, you may
want to take a look at the new on-line AIS Iris Encyclopedia. This website has all types of
information about irises. It is free and everyone is invited to use it. If you are a registered user
you can also add comments and images. If you are really interested in helping this website
become ‘THE’ place to go for iris information, you can become a docent. This is someone who
can edit pages and develop topics. El Hutchison is just such a person and has contributed
numerous entries and photos in the last few months.
The website is found at
http://wiki.irises.org/bin/view/Main/WebHome.
The AIS 2011 Iris Calendars are now available from the AIS Storefront. The price is the same
as last year - $7.00 each (domestic)/$10.00 each (international) OR 10 for $50.00
(domestic)/$60.00 (international). Each month of the year has a picture of an iris to enjoy.
These would make great stocking stuffers or draw prizes for a club meeting or event. Here’s a
link to the web page for those interested, http://www.irises.org/storefront.htm.
Finally, don’t forget about the 2011 AIS National Convention in Victoria, BC. It is a
tremendous opportunity to see a large number of newer iris introductions from iris hybridizers
from around the world. And what’s nice about this convention is that there is no need for a
passport and no need to convert your money. You never know when an iris convention will be
on Canadian soil again. See Ted Baker’s article elsewhere in this newsletter.
It has been my pleasure serving as your RVP. May you all have many happy iris days ahead!

AIS Region 16
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Region 21 Welcomes CWIS
By Ron Cosner, Regional Vice-President (RVP)
First let me say welcome. We hope you will all enjoy being part of Region 21's family. Region
21 is one of the largest regions in square miles. We stretch from the eastern border of Iowa to the
western border of Nebraska, and from the southern border of both these states to the Canadian
Provinces of the Northwest Territories, Nunavut Territories, Alberta, Saskatchewan, and
Manitoba through North and South Dakota. Our people as well as the micro regions, are very
diverse. Although we are rich in land we have only 8 societies, soon to be 9. We are always on
the look out for any new groups interested in irises and being a part of our Region.
Newly elected officers for the Region are LaVerne Rens Assistant.RVP, Linda Wilkie repeating
as secretary, Vicki Harmon treasurer, youth chair George Green Jr. and repeating as judges
training chair Carolyn Lingenfelter. RVP elect is Ron Cosner. Our directors are Kelly Norris,
Jeff Hoffman and Gary White.
Region 21 has had a rich history in the AIS and irises. Many of our members have answered the
call to serve in many capacities and positions for the AIS. We have not always been Region
21. But as Region 21, we have existed for 60 years. Prior to that we were a part of Region 9 and
later a part of Region 18. Our members have been in the forefront of TB, space agers and almost
all the categories of iris breeding. Some of the more notables have been the Sasses, Agnes
Whiting, Opal Wolfe, Chet Thompkins and Alan Ensminger to mention a few. Bertrand Farr
even spent much of his childhood in Iowa.
As you can see Region 21 has been an active group. I just want to welcome ya'll once again and
say how happy we are to have you as part of our Region 21 family.
Happy growing and thank you.

American Iris Society – Awards 2010
DYKES MEMORIAL MEDAL – TB Paul Black (T. Johnson, 2003
(Photo Courtesy American Iris Society)
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THE COOK-DOUGLAS MEDAL (SDB) - Ultimate (T. Johnson, 2003)
(Photo courtesy Mid America Iris)

THE CAPARNE-WELCH MEDAL (MDB) – Chemistry (P. Black, 2002)
(Photo courtesy Dwarf Iris Society)

THE HANS AND JACOB SASS MEDAL (IB) Ruby Slippers (Keppel, 2002)
(Photo courtesy www.zyworld.com)

(For awards not included here see http://www.irises.org/pdf/2010_AIS_Awards_Rev4.pdf )
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The Other Iris
(By: El Hutchison)

Back in 2000, when my garden first became an official iris display garden, it was pointed out to
me that I should try growing more than just German bearded and siberian iris. Since I was also
working towards becoming an AIS judge, that seemed like a good idea. I thought I'd tell you
about the ones I'm growing.
I started out with Cast Ashore in 2000. Killed it right off the bat! What the heck! I tried it again
in 2007, treating it more like a siberian iris. It bloomed this year. It was collected by Chuck
Chapman, floating somewhere off Bruce peninsula in Ontario and introduced in 1998. It's
thought to be I versicolor-I virginica cross.
In 2000, I also tried Arctic iris or the dwarf Iris which grew and bloomed quite happily at the
edge of my arbour bed for several years. When they're happy, I tend to ignore them, and this one
died out before I noticed. It took several years to find another one that would put up with me. I
have it in 2 spots now.
I. setosa alba, new in 2001, finally bloomed in 2006. Sometimes it has pink streaks in it, but I
couldn't catch a good picture of it this year. It should be moved, but I'm a little hyper about it,
based on my above experience with the Arctic iris. I'll probably compromise and just pull a
piece of it off next spring and plant it in a much sunnier spot.

Left: Cast Ashore, Right: I. setosa var arctica

I saw I. pseudacorus bastardi, a lovely pale yellow, in 2005 and had to have it. It bloomed in
2006 and every year since. Very well behaved and not self sowing all over the place like the old
bright yellow one.
That same year, I also ordered I aphylla H-17, now called Yellow Conundrum, I Croatica, I
variegata var. reginae, and my first 3 spuria iris, Adobe Sunset, Eleanor Hill and Betty Cooper.
Aphylla H-17 has been blooming for several years, as has I Croatica and I variegata L. var
reginae (won a 1st at this year's CWIS iris show, in the species class). Adobe Sunset and
Eleanor Hill bloomed for the first time in 2009, while Betty Cooper bloomed in 2006. It didn't
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bloom this year, so I moved it from its bothersome neighbours. I've since ordered more spuria in
2007, but so far, only Russian Blue has bloomed from that batch.
.

Above left:
I. pseudacorus
bastardi
Above center:
I. variegate var.
reginae
Above right:
I. aphylla H-17
Left: Spuria
Russian Blue
Right: Spuria
Eleanor Hill
Below center:
I. lactea

In 2007, I got I. typhifolia, a siberian species iris, which bloomed this year, plus yielded several
seed pods which I've harvested. I. lactea, a lovely little species iris around 22" tall, was new in
2007 and bloomed in 2009.
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While I've had limited success in growing Japanese iris, I now have 4 that have been in my
garden for several years. They're all in my bog garden, which was originally filled with mostly
peat moss. All are planted near some huge rocks. Sadly, two of them aborted their blooms this
year, so I've never seen them bloom to even confirm their ids. The 2 that did bloom for the
first this year are Picotee Wonder (new in 2007), which even gave me 1 seed pod, and Mount
Fujiyama (new in 2008).

JI Mount Fujiyama

JI Picotee Wonder

Give some of them a try. They're all lovelies.

CWIS Members Top Performers 2010
(compiled by B. J. Jackson)

Responses were way down from previous years and in view of the horrible weather throughout
the prairies, I guess it is not too surprising.
There are 4 MDBs, 13 SDBs (including 3 Honorable Mentions), 3 MTBs, 6 IBs, 3 TBs, 2
Species/Species-X, and a single Siberian and Japanese. It is worthy of note that this is the first
time ever Species/Species-X, Siberian and Japanese have appeared on this list!
There were just two varieties mentioned by more than one person. I have put them all together
alphabetically in classes with the hybiridizer and registration information as well as edited
individual comments provided. The first occurrence by a person has their name and location but
subsequent listings have just the name.
Selected photos appear following the list and are marked as such.
Here’s hoping for a better year in 2011!
MDB
Forever Violet (Chuck Chapman, 2002) *Photo
- a toss up between this and Forever Blue, see comments below (Brenda Newton, Brandon MB)
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Grandma's Hat (Mahood, 1955)
- just bloomed and bloomed (Janet Rein, Regina SK) HM
Maya Marvel (A. Machulak, 1982)
- increased well, has proved to be a wonderful pod parent. (B. J. Jackson, Brandon MB)
Spot Of Tea (Paul Black, 1988)
- another that seemed to just keep on blooming (Janet R)
SDB
Autumn Jester (Chuck Chapman, 2000)
- one and only rebloomer this year (El Hutchison, Ste. Anne MB)
Cache of Gold (G. Sutton, 2003)
Very prolific. Both sun and shade clumps put on a show; at least 8 increases in shade and 15+ in
sun (Sandy Eggertson, St. Andrews, MB).
Death by Chocolate (Augusto Bianco, 2001)
- both increases bloomed wonderfully and it also won the award at the iris show; a wonderful
donor of pollen and set a fair number of pods (Brenda N.)
Dragons Den (Chuck Chapman, 2002)
- bloomed and bloomed; just when I thought it was done, up came more bloom stalks! (Janet R)
Eramosa Skies (Chuck Chapman, 1996)
- for the beautiful sky-blue colour (Sandy Proulx, Winnipeg MB)
Forever Blue (Chuck Chapman, R. 1996)
- a toss up between this and Forever Violet; both are wonderful increasers and bloom for a long
time (Brenda N.)
Jillaroo (A. Ensminger, 1983)
- planted May 24th after blooming but started up again in August and finally finished midSeptember. It's a real clump now, in less than one full garden season. (Sandy P)
Little Annie (O. D. Niswonger, 1983)
- probably the best performer here, increased a lot. (Naomi Wiebe, Winnipeg MB)
Michael Paul (William Jones, 1979)
- deep rich purple colour, and long bloom time (Sandy P.)
- a great iris to use for contrast with other multicolors
Pumpin’ Iron (Paul Black, 1990)
- lovely and multiplied well (Janet R) HM
Red Heart (A. Brown, 1966)
- bloomed for 3 weeks and has consistently done so for 3 years (Deborah Petrie, Brandon MB)
Spark's Fly (Paul Black, R. 2000)
- hands down 'people's choice' winner from visitors to the garden. Almost 10 years and still has
major 'wow' factor (B. J.)
What Again (Allan Ensminger, 1990)
- my first rebloomer! (Janet R) HM
MTB
Bumblebee Delite (J. & G. Norrick, 1985)
- this one had perfect form and would have won a first place ribbon at the CWIS show if it had
only bloomed at the right time!! (Sandy P.)
Logan Mahan (Clarence Mahan, 2004)
- sat around for a couple of years but really went to town this year. There were 5 fans from one
rhizome and at least 4 buds per stalk. It bloomed for almost a month (B. J.)
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Razzleberry Dressing (Stephanie Markham, 2004)
- a beacon in the nursery bed this year. After just 3 years in the garden it drew the eye like a
magnet (B. J.)
IB
Ask Alma (Carol Lankow, 1986)
- it seemed like it took forever to open up ~ but well worth the wait (Janet R.)
Fresh Insight (J. T. Aitken, 2006) *Photo
- has grown and increased well; large flowers that bloomed for a long time (B. J.)
Midnight Ice (George Sutton, 2006) *Photo
- my favorite new iris, what a spectacular show it put on!. It is showing at least 6 increases in its
new spot on the driveway (Sandy E.)
Ming (Marky Smith, 1997) *Photo
- A truly lovely iris. I have two clumps, one sun, one shade, and it does equally well in both
locations. Good increases, good bloom count, and one of the most requested iris from my tours
this summer (Sandy E.)
- It was in bloom for a long time and is a 'yummy' yellow color (Brenda N.)
Mini Big Horn (Robert Annand, 1998)
- stayed in bloom for a long time, had distinction in the garden and even set a pod (Brenda N.)
Raspberry Blush (M. Hamblen, 1975) *Photo
- my top of the top ~ 10 stalks of multiple blooms ~ had lots of admirers (Janet R.)
TB
Blue Rhythm (Whiting, 1945)
- bloomed well and long, through rain and high winds and never fell over (El H.)
Brussels (Tom Johnson, 2003) *Photo
- this two tone blue gave me such big and perfect shaped flowers in mid July ~ long lasting and
noticed by many along the street (Janet R.) *Photo
Cheshire Cat (Donald Spoon, 1995)
- nice surprise, a new addition in 2009, so to see bloom so soon was great (Naomi W.).
Species/Species-X
I. sanguinea Kamayama (Witt, 1968) *Photo
- One of my favorite sibs. It really has the wow factor. My clump is huge now, and the
loom/stalk count amazing. (Sandy E.)
I. variegata var. reginae (originally collected in Hungary, 1947) (see The Other Iris, p. 8)
- love it, plus it won a 1st at this year's CWIS show, in the species class (El H.)
Siberian Dreaming Yellow (C. McEwen, 1969)
- first time blooming here. 2 flower stalks, showed subtle colour & shade change from the time
it first opened to a few hours later! (Sandy P)
Spuria Russian Blue (O. D. Niswonger, 1982) (see The Other Iris, p. 8)
- bloomed for the first time this year, at 5 ft tall (El H.)
JI Picotee Wonder (Not registered) (see The Other Iris, p. 9)
- bloomed this year, when I thought it had died, plus got 1 seed pod (El H.)
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Left IB Raspberry Blush, Right IB Ming

MDB Forever Violet clump

Photos this page courtesy of
Brenda Newton and Janet Rein
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Above: IB Fresh Insight/Right: TB Brussels

Left: Spec-X var. Kamayama
Above: IB Midnight Ice

Photos this page courtesy
Sandy Eggertson, B. J. Jackson and Janet Rein.
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AIS 2011 Convention will be Iris-istible
By Ted Baker, Convention Chair, BC Iris Society President

The 2011 AIS National Convention will be unique, with many firsts. Not since 1955 has the
National been held outside of the United States, never in Western Canada or on an island! It
will also be the first convention where the majority of hybridizers had to ship their guest plants
to another country. Also, it will be the first time a Dykes Medal will be presented to a Canadian
at a convention in Canada. And finally, the BC Iris Society will be celebrating our fifth
anniversary in 2011!
When preparing your plans to attend the 2011 Convention, I hope you will allow extra time to
visit Victoria and the surrounding area. Victoria, the capital city of British Columbia has
immense charm and is located in a stunning setting. The Fairmont Empress has extended the
convention rate for attendees for three days before and three days after the convention to
encourage you to experience the city we all love so much.
We have received numerous questions and requests from people planning to come to Iris-istible
Victoria in 2011. For many questions, we can refer you to the British Columbia Iris Society
website at www.bc-iris.org but for those of you who do not have easy access to the internet I
thought it would be best to cover some of the most common questions and concerns here. Many
people will be coming long distances and have to book flights well in advance. We want your
stay with us to be the best it can be and encourage you to take advantage of Victoria and the
fabulous experiences you can have while visiting our part of Canada.
There has been some confusion about the dates for this Convention. Usually the National runs
from Monday to Saturday, but in 2011 the dates will be from Sunday, May 29th to Friday, June
3rd to accommodate access to the garden with the Master Planting. When you are planning hotel
reservations and other activities, make sure you plan around these days. And don't forget about
the Optional Tour to Salt Spring Island on Saturday, June 4th. On this charming island close to
Victoria, you will experience the best of west coast living.
Many of the questions we have received concern the best way to get to Victoria. In anticipation
of this, Bill Dumont, Transportation Chair, has prepared a listing of options which can be viewed
on the BC Iris Society website. If you still have questions, or can't access the website, please
contact Bill at 250 743 9882 or by e-mail at wedumont@shaw.ca. He will be pleased to help you.
Also, everyone knows that parking is expensive in any major city center, so we will be preparing
a list of parking options while you are in Victoria to lower your costs wherever possible.
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The three day convention rate extension on either side of the convention is a great opportunity to
enjoy a longer stay. The rate of $139.00 plus tax is exceptional as many of you know. Also,
there are still a few moderate rooms available at $109.00 plus tax per night. These rooms are
described by the hotel as "intimate for two people". They have a queen bed and all the services
of the other hotel rooms. To book one of these rooms please contact Kate Brewitt at 905 841
9676 or kbrewitt@rogers.com.
There are so many things to do and see while you are here. I know that some of you are planning
a vacation before or after the convention to take advantage of the many opportunities to enjoy the
area. Think about taking in a cruise to Alaska, whale watching, or ocean kayaking in the waters
around Victoria or off the west coast. Imagine fishing some of our best sport fishing waters near
Campbell River. How about a trip to the scenic and cosmopolitan Vancouver?
It is a
spectacular city and many of you will have seen how beautiful it is when watching or visiting the
Winter Olympic Games this past February. Think about a circle tour through the interior of BC,
possibly to visit the world-class wineries of the Okanagan Valley. We will also provide a list of
BCIS member's gardens that will be open for you to enjoy. Contact Tourism BC for a great
overview of what you can enjoy while visiting
We look forward to welcoming you to our beautiful part of the world, made even more lovely by
the iris-istible flowers we all love!

THE GUEST IRSES AND HOST GARDENS
The four Host Gardens are all public gardens. Space was designated for the Guest Irises which
have subsequently been maintained by very dedicated BC Iris Society members. The distance to
the Host Gardens from downtown Victoria is relatively short, so we will not leave the hotel until
after 8:30 am and arrive back by mid-afternoon. This will give everyone time to enjoy more of
Victoria.
Hatley Park at Royal Roads University has the Master Planting. A large lawn area was converted
into 12 slightly raised beds with course wood chip paths. They are located in a walled area that
was previously used for vegetables, fruits, and flowers to supply those living on the estate. Also
within the walled garden is a very lovely, recently-restored greenhouse. There were 717 bearded
and 79 beardless irises planted at this location.
Glendale Gardens converted and expanded an unused dahlia bed to create five raised beds with
coarse wood chip paths. The irises are located in an area below the main display gardens. There
were 240 bearded irises and 45 beardless irises planted here.
At Finnerty Gardens at the University of Victoria existing perennials along a berm on the south
side of the gardens were taken out to make a long linear bed next to a gravel path. The beardless
irises have been fenced to keep out rabbits. There were 54 bearded and 55 beardless irises
planted there.
Government House uses three existing iris beds plus one new bed for the bearded irises which
can be viewed from the lawn and a gravel path. Two small existing perennial beds bordered by
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paved paths have been used for the beardless irises. There were 229 bearded and 44 beardless
irises planted at this location.

CONDENSED SCHEDULE
AIS 2011 Convention Condensed Schedule
Sunday May 29th and Monday May 30th,
AIS and Section Board meetings
Tuesday May 31st,
morning: AIS Section Talks and Programs
afternoon: Butchart Gardens bus trip
evening: Welcome Dinner
Wednesday June 1st and Thursday June 2nd,
Host Gardens bus trips
Friday June 3rd,
morning: 2nd bus trip to Master Planting
afternoon: AIS Section Talks and Programs
evening: Awards Banquet
Saturday June 4th,
Optional Tour to Salt Spring Island

AIS Iris Section Programs
These Iris sections may have programs of talks, slides, and displays which will be open
to all, not just to members of the relevant section.
Aril Society International
Dwarf Iris Society
Reblooming Iris Society
Society For Japanese Iris
Society For Louisiana Irises
Society For Pacific Coast Native Irises
Society For Siberian Irises
SIGNA (Species Iris Group of North America)
Spuria Iris Society
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Iris Friend or Foe?
By Ed Czarnecki with contribution by Ian Wise,
Entomologist at Agriculture and AgriFood Canada

The beetle in question is the caragana beetle (Lytta
viridana). It is a common blister beetle that is found on a
number of plants.
The larvae are predators of small insects and grasshopper
eggs while the adults are mostly herbivores. They can be a
serious pest on many flowering plants, particularly
fababeans and canola plants in small plots. On these
plants, the adults feed almost exclusively on the developing
flowers.
The beetle has aposematic colouration (bright conspicuous
markings) which serves to warn off predators
They get their name from their tendency to accumulate in
large numbers on caragana shelterbelts where they feed
and over-winter.
Note: They are called blister beetles because when the
adult beetle is disturbed, "cantharidin" a toxin, is exuded
from the leg joints. The fluid can cause blisters when it
comes in contact with the skin. The primary concern,
however, is with food crops where this toxin can
contaminate alfalfa, canola, potatoes or sugarbeets.
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